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• Overview of the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office

• Our organisation and auditing

• Local Government Economic Development – Performance 

audit

• Questions
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Today
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Role of the Auditor-General

The public

Public sector services

Parliament of Victoria

Executive government

The Auditor-General is 
an independent officer 

of Parliament



Our audit practice
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Financial audit

Asks ‘How much?’

Performance audit

Asks ‘How well?’

Technical audit

Tests controls, conducts technical audits and supports both 
Performance and Financial Audit
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The sector we audit

The Victorian public sector is one of Australia’s largest businesses:

• more than 340,000 employees 

• in 2016–17: revenue – $68.8b and assets – $301.8b

• around 550 clients including:

Parliamentary bodies, state accounts, departments, companies, trusts and joint 

ventures, public bodies, public cemeteries, independent budget sector agencies, 

public hospitals and ambulance services, superannuation funds, universities and 

other educational institutions, water and resource recovery groups, water 

authorities and catchment management authorities, municipal councils, regional 

library corporations and associated entities. 



Key legislated powers

Audit Act 1994

• Mandated consultation with audited 
agencies

• Follow-the-dollar powers for 
performance audit

• Information sharing with other 
integrity bodies

• Advanced notice of reports to 
government

• Public interest test for financial and 
commercial information
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Audit findings and recommendations address:

• the degree to which value-for-money has been achieved with taxpayers’ 
dollars 

• the effectiveness of organisations in meeting government objectives

• the quality of management and use of resources

• improvements in management practices and systems

• the fair presentation of annual financial statements

• compliance with legislative and other requirements.
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Scope and limitations of audits



Audits cannot:

• question the merits of the policy objectives of the government

• provide an absolute assurance of the truth of agency information, or the 
effectiveness of internal controls

• enforce recommendations

• resolve individual matters of contention. 
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Scope and limitations of audits – continued



Auditor-General

Assistant 
Auditor-General 

Financial Audit

Assistant 
Auditor-General 

Performance Audit

Assistant 
Auditor-General 

Technical Audit

Deputy Auditor-General

&

Chief Operating Officer
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Organisation structure

Office of the 
Auditor-General

Corporate Services



• Almost 200 staff

• Expertise ranging from data analytics to social sciences, policy development 
to accounting

• Modern, technology-enabled work environment – supports collaboration 
and active working

• Use of contractors – during peak times or for specific pieces of work
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Our resources



• Victoria has a mandate to conduct performance audits

→ this is not the case in all Australian jurisdictions

• Determine whether an authority is achieving its objectives and operating 

economically, efficiently and effectively in compliance with relevant Acts

• Not to question the merits of policy objectives

• Wide powers of access and examination

• Approximately 25 reports to Parliament each year
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Performance audit
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Performance audit cycle

Annual 
planning

Initiation

Planning

ConductReporting

Tabling

Post-
tabling



• Draft terms of reference (audit specification) sets out:

• the scope (objectives, issues and agencies included)

• authorities to be consulted, including PAEC

• Information collection 

• to understand the entity; its operating environment and controls

• Confirming terms of reference 

• terms of reference finalised near the end of the planning stage e.g. audit objective and criteria

• the Auditor-General determines the final specification – ‘agreement’ not part of the process

• Regular feedback during the planning phase

• Audit strategy and program – time lines, budget, risk management, detailed audit methods
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Planning



• Assessing agency performance against the criteria

• Evidence collection 

• guided by audit standards

• starts broadly and becomes more targeted

• provides us with reasonable assurance regarding:

• effectiveness, efficiency and economy of operations

• reliability of management reporting about those operations

• compliance with applicable laws, regulations and internal policies
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Conduct



• Reasonable assurance is:

• a high but not absolute level of assurance

• achieved by obtaining sufficient and appropriate evidence

• Regular feedback during the conduct phase

• Documented conduct briefings to the Auditor-General and Assistant Auditor-General, Performance Audit, 

and authorities
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Conduct – continued



• Provisional draft

• no legislative requirement, longstanding VAGO practice

• to ensure that the report’s findings are accurate 

• Proposed draft 

• a legislated requirement

• all factual issues should have been addressed

• agency comments acquitted in the proposed draft

• agencies invited to respond in writing to the proposed report (natural justice)

• 10 business days to review and provide written feedback

• responses are included ‘as is’ in the report tabled in Parliament
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Reporting



• Recommendations

• reports include recommendations for improvement, where identified

• directed at entities able to implement them, rather than ‘government’

• developed in consultation with agencies, though AG has the final 
decision
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Reporting – continued



• Tabling

• Ministerial briefings

• Tabling briefing for all Members of Parliament

• Report presentation on VAGO website with audio of briefing

• Post-tabling

• Agencies should now be acting on recommendations and Audit Committees overseeing to ensure 
action is taken

• Annual follow up of agency response to recommendations from the past 3 years – voluntary 
self-attestation process

• Selection of 2-3 ‘follow up’ audits each year to test veracity of self-attestation and the impact of the 
original audit
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Tabling and post-tabling



Objective

To determine whether councils’ economic development activities improve the 
economic viability and sustainability of their municipalities.

Lines of inquiry

Line of inquiry 1: Actions to improve economic viability and sustainability are 
strategic

Line of inquiry 2: Actions to improve economic viability and sustainability are 
achieving intended outcomes
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Local government and economic development



• Bass Coast Shire Council

• Corangamite Shire Council

• Loddon Shire Council

• Melton City Council

• Southern Grampians Shire Council

• Regional Development Victoria within the Department of Economic 
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources 

• Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
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Audited agencies



• Met with a range of stakeholders at planning stage to finalise/ refine scope 
of the audit

• Undertook desktop study of better practices/ guidance

• Conducted field visits to all audited agencies

• Interviewed staff and business partners at councils

• Sourced and analysed data available from various sources

• Reviewed policies, plans including the Council Plans and Economic 
Development Strategies of audited councils 
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How we went about doing the audit 
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Victoria’s annual GSP growth rates
2006-07 to 2015-16
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Councils’ contribution to state economy, 2015–16
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Average GRP growth of councils by Victorian partnership 
2007–16
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Keeping pace
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World bank guidance to facilitate economic development

Establish a 
management 

team

Develop a 
partnership 

network 

Complete a 
local economic 

assessment 

Create an 
integrated 

local economic 
development 

strategy

Implement the 
local economic 
development 

strategy

Review the 
local economic 
development 

strategy



• Talking to staff and stakeholders

• Accessing various data sources

• The Red Tape Commissioner’s report
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What was helpful



• Economic development is top of mind for everyone

• Local governments can’t control everything – but can influence a lot

• Resource and skills are a concern for smaller councils

• Support is available from various bodies/ agencies

• Challenges with multiple stakeholder involvement

• Challenges with measuring and reporting outcomes
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Overall assessment
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Questions

Victorian Auditor-General’s Office
[p] 8601 7128
[e] enquiries@audit.vic.gov.au
[e] sheraz.Siddiqui@audit.vic.gov.au
[w] www.audit.vic.gov.au

mailto:enquiries@audit.vic.gov.au
mailto:sheraz.Siddiqui@audit.vic.gov.au

